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Abstract:
Conventional credit scoring model could lead to serious and unfair problems because in certain case it would incriminate one party in financing. Islamic financing scoring model complies with Sharia rules and ensures fairness among parties. Currently, there are no certain rules on Islamic financing scoring model which lead to subjective judgments. In the subjective judgments, words could mean different things to different people. Thus, this paper proposed and deployed models for scoring of default risk level by using Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Set model to support the subjective judgments in maintaining Sharia rules. Installment amount and the sum of delay period has used as variables for that scoring. Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Set model was proposed to support the subjective judgments in maintaining Sharia rules. Beginning delay period also used as a weight to the risk scoring results. Besides that, this paper also proposed the method for computing real loss value. It has used as a basis for fines computation according to default risk level, bad debt expense, and installment weighted average.
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1. Introduction
Credit scoring is a classic problem which is still interesting to study. Fisher's publication in 1936 is known as the first publication that introduces credit scoring system (Lu et al. 2013). Recent years, there are many studies on credit scoring such as Cadeno et al. (2011), Ghodselahi (2011), Huang et al. (2006), Keramati and Yousefi (2011), Leung et al. (2007), Lu et al. (2013), Tsai and Wu (2008), Wu (2011), and Yu et al. (2008). It is interesting to study because of the complexity of processes and data behavior that changes dynamically. The more interesting is most of the scholars only discuss credit scoring as feasibility analysis. Moreover, we can see from existing definitions that tend to equalize credit scoring as a credit feasibility analysis such as in Jentzch (2007), Yu et al. (2008), and Abdou and Pointon (2011).

The conventional credit scoring could lead to serious and unfair problems because in certain case it would incriminate one party in financing. It has seen from several indications: in the scoring of default status based solely on the sum of delay, installments would not be fair because it cannot depict the actual credit risk; while in fines computation, there is no rule of the maximum fines allowed. Under certain conditions, this method can inflict a financial loss on the customer.
Islamic credit scoring (Islamic financing scoring) model complies Sharia rules and ensures fairness among parties. Several criteria have met to ensure that the proposed method produces fairness and agrees with Sharia rules: in scoring of default status, the model and the parameters that used to generate the output should depict the actual credit (financing) risk; and in fines computation. The model and the parameters that used to generate the fines value, should not intend to inflict a financial loss on the customer, fair by their impacts (equal to the real loss value).

If we observe rules or norms in Quran, hadiths, and other laws. Many of them give the certain rules (crisp) such as zakah mal calculation which has calculated by 2.5% of total assets, and the others just give normative rules that will cause many interpretations and uncertainty such as rules about fines (ta'zir in Islam). There are no certain rules from verses and hadiths that mention the crisp amount of fines.

It is in line with the consensus of ‘ulama that fines calculation should rely on the real loss value. This rule is still normative and of course will cause many interpretations, uncertainty, and subjective judgments. We know that in subjective judgments, words could mean different things to different people (Wu and Mendel 2009; Liu and Mendel 2008). Consequently, we need a method that can resolve this problem.

Fuzzy logic is known as universal approximates. Thus, there are many applications use fuzzy logic to solve the problem in many areas such as control system and design (Cao et al. 2011; Sahraie et al. 2011), and recommendation system (Wu and Mendel 2009). In type-1 fuzzy sets, the membership function (MF) is a crisp value. According to Mendel et al. (2006), that will be a weakness if the problem has many uncertainties. Unlike type-1 fuzzy sets, type-2 fuzzy sets (T2FS) use fuzzy value in MF computation so that will accommodate the problems that have many uncertainties (Wu and Mendel 2009). It makes T2FS more promising to get better performance than type-1 fuzzy (Mendel et al. 2006). One of T2FS that have a lot of implementation in many areas is interval type-2 fuzzy sets (IT2FS). It is because IT2FS has less complexity than the other T2FS. By those advantages, we believe IT2FS can support the subjective judgments for maintaining Sharia rules in financing scoring.

Thus, our research is aimed to develop a fair scheme and algorithm for Islamic financing scoring in default status and fines computation by using IT2FS model. Islamic financing schema which has discussed in this research is Murabaha schema (see the definition in Antonio (2001) and Zuhaili (2011)) because till now that schema still dominates the portfolio of financing of Islamic bank in Indonesia and even in the world (BI 2012).

The rest of this paper has organized as follows: Section 2 presents our proposed method in the scoring of default status, IT2FS model in scoring for default status, and fines computation. Section 3 presents the trial results and discussion. Section 4 concludes.

2. Methods

In accordance to meet the fairness condition, we will explain the steps and the methods which have used in this research.

2.1 Research Workflow

This research workflow was designed to ensure the validity of the proposed model by modifying prototyping techniques (see the detail of prototyping techniques in Laudon and Laudon (2012)). Research workflow has seen in Fig. 1.
This research workflow model was an iteration process, started from knowledge acquisition stage, modeling stage, implementation stage, and validation stage. Knowledge acquisition has conducted by studying the literature of laws and Islamic rules, and interviewing experts to obtain the knowledge needed such as the business process of Islamic financing scoring, membership function, and rule base of IT2FS. Modeling stage was conducted to build the models by transforming knowledge that had been gained to be IT2FS models. Implementation stage was conducted to deploy the program application. Validation stage has conducted by asking experts to review and ensure the validity of the models and program application built.

2.1. Scoring for Default Status

According to our explanation in introduction part, scoring for default status is aimed to classify the customers (debtor) based on their risk (credit). The existing process is only according to the sum of late day. Therefore in case of fairness guarantee, we propose two parameters for scoring default status that has based on the sum of late day and installment value which are expected more illustrate the credit risk for each customer rather than just based on the sum of late day.

In this research, default status (default) has calculated by using an IT2FS algorithm based on the sum of the late day (late) and installment value (amount) for each customer-i (see equation (1)). Detail computations of the IT2FS algorithm can be seen in Mendel et al. (2006), Wu and Mendel (2009), and Liu and Mendel (2008).

\[
\text{Default}(\text{late}, \text{amount}) \quad (1)
\]

We design the default status value as interval value [0,100]. Lower credit risk has characterized by the closer value to zero (0) and vice versa.

In fact, Islamic bank use annuity method for calculating margin (MUI 2012; BI 2013). This treatment will affect the recognition of margin and principal. On annuity method, installment amount for each period will be constant, while margin value has calculated by the remainder of the principal amount (MUI 2012). This treatment will cause the margin value on period-t is higher than period t+1, while principal value on period-t is smaller than period t+1. This condition will cause the default risk level of financing in Islamic bank is higher on the beginning periods of contract than the end periods of contract. Thus, this research also uses the period as the weight of the scoring result (default). This weight can be obtained by equation (2):
\[ Pt \div N \div t \]  \hspace{1cm} (2) \]

\[ \frac{\text{Risk}}{\text{default}} \times PTI \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

2.2. IT2FS Model in Scoring for Default Status

Fuzzification is done to convert the crisp input to be fuzzy input. We assume that the model used in this process is trapezoid model. MF at each variable has converted by three ordinal scales, and according to IT2FS rules, MF for each variable has LMF and UMF; where LMF is characterized by underline, while UMF is characterized by over line (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Linguistic Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>late</td>
<td>short, medium, long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>late</td>
<td>short, medium, long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amount</td>
<td>small, medium, big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amount</td>
<td>small, medium, big</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>low, medium, high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>low, medium, high</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the MF calculation, late day MF in day unit (see equation (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), and (9)), instalment MF in rupiah unit (see equation (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), and (15)), while default status MF in percentage unit (%) (See Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Default</th>
<th>score</th>
<th>score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The rules have been seeing in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Late</th>
<th>Install</th>
<th>Status default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Short AND Small</td>
<td>THEN Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Short AND Middle</td>
<td>THEN Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Short AND Big</td>
<td>THEN Middle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Middle AND Small</td>
<td>THEN Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Middle AND Middle</td>
<td>THEN Middle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Middle AND Big</td>
<td>THEN High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Long AND Small</td>
<td>THEN Middle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Long AND Middle</td>
<td>THEN High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Long AND Big</td>
<td>THEN High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on our models, the final output \( \text{default} \in [0, 100] \) will produce the interval value \([0, 100]\) that will be used in fines computation.

### 3. Result and Discussion

The series of the evaluation conducted by using proposed method to compute the risk of default value and fines amount. The dataset was a hypothetical data from two customers who have different values of installments, i.e., customers who have installment value of 1 million and 3.8 million. The data were computed for each end of month period of delay for 0 days to 12 months. This evaluation assumed that both of customer had been arrears since June 30th, 2013 until May 31st, 2014. In case of fines computation, this evaluation assumed that bad debt expense value was 20% to total installment. Thus, bad debt expense value was 960 thousand rupiahs (20 \% \times (1 \text{ million} + 3.8 \text{ million}) rupiahs). Evaluation results can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

**Fig. 2 Evaluation results of default risk level computation**

Fig. 2 show that default risk level will be in line with the sum of the delay period, high delay period will cause high default risk level. But, because this research model has developed by adopting rules of Bank of Indonesia number 14/15/PBI/2012 that have limited by 270 days (9 months), thus the maximum default risk level would be obtained if the customer had been arrears in 270 days. For next periods (delay periods of ≥ 270 days (9 months)), the default risk level would be constant.
The result of default risk level was used to compute fines amount by using equation (25). Evaluation results have been seeing in Fig. 3. According to our explanation in introduction part, in the conventional method, the fines amount will continue to increase with the sum of delay periods without any maximum limit. While the proposed method (see Fig. 4), the fines amount will achieve the maximum value in a delay period of 9 months, so that the next period will be constant. Based on these results, we claim that our methods are fair and compliance with sharia.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposed models for scoring of default risk level. Installment amount and the sum of delay period have used as variables for that scoring. Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Set model was proposed to support the subjective judgments in maintaining Islamic rules. Beginning delay period also used as weight to the risk scoring results. Besides that, this paper also proposed the method for computing real loss value. It was used as a basis in fines computation according to default risk level, bad debt expense, and installment weighted average. It has shown that our proposed method is fair and compliance with Sharia.
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